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a team of scientists explore an uncharted island in the pacific, venturing into the domain of the
mighty kong, and must fight to escape a primal eden. a washed up monster chaser convinces the

u.s. government to fund a trip to an unexplored island in the south pacific. under the guise of
geological research, the team travels to skull island. upon arrival, the group discover that their

mission may be complicated by the wildlife which inhabits the island. the beautiful vistas and deadly
creatures create a visually stunning experience that is sure to keep your attention. portions of this

review appear in our coverage of the standard 2d blu-ray and 4k ultra hd blu-ray releases, also
written by m. enois duarte. this review features unique vital disc stats, video and audio sections
while both reviews share the movie itself, special features and finalthoughts. when a scientific

expedition to an uncharted island awakens titanic forces of nature, a mission of discovery becomes
an explosive war between monster and man. tom hiddleston, samuel l. jackson, brie larson, john

goodman and john c. reilly star in a thrilling and original new adventure that reveals the untold story
of how kong became king. the production design, and costumes, are stunning. the island's

environment is appropriately primal and there's plenty of green and lush jungle to explore. the
creatures are bizarre and look like they belong in a tim burton cartoon more than in a summer
blockbuster. but, this doesn't mean that they can't be really scary. many of the monsters are

frightening and there's a great moment where kong captures a soldier and keeps him for his own
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needs. kong is scary and terrifying when he's unleashed, but the character is also a bit tragic,
despite the fact that he's not given much of a backstory, he's one of the last of his kind. 5ec8ef588b
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